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1. $431,000 Paid for Envelope and Its Stamp  
By MATTHEW HEALEY 
Published: June 14, 2009  
 
An envelope from an 1873 letter bearing a scarce 90-cent stamp with Abraham 
Lincoln fetched more than $431,000 at an auction in New York City on Saturday. 
Enlarge This Image 
  
Robert A. Siegel Auction Galleries Inc., via Associated Press 
 
The Ice House Cover, with a Lincoln stamp from 1869, was sold at auction in New 
York. It was mailed to India in 1873, was stolen in 1967 and later returned to heirs of 
its owner.  
 
The envelope, or cover, as collectors call used envelopes, was sold by Siegel Auction 
Galleries.  
 
Known to collectors as the Ice House Cover, the envelope, which traveled by ship 
from New York to India, is the only one collectors have found still bearing the red and 
black stamp with Lincoln on it. Last traded publicly in 1943, then stolen and long 
thought to have been lost to philately, the cover was seized by the Federal Bureau of 
Investigation in 2006 and returned, after a court battle, to the heirs of J. David Baker, 
its last owner. 
 
The letter was sent from a New England ice merchant to one of his ice warehouses in 
Calcutta, then part of Britain’s East Indies colony. It was franked with a total of $1.12, 
a large sum of money in those days, which paid the two-ounce foreign letter rate. 
 
Markings on the envelope reveal that it traveled across the Atlantic, by train through 
Germany and Italy, by ship to Egypt and again from Suez to Bombay, and then by 
train across India. Before the advent of the Universal Postal Union the next year, the 
sum reflected rates negotiated between the United States and Britain to encourage 
growing international trade. Indeed, the commercial success of sending ice from 



winter ponds in Massachusetts to the sweltering cities of India was part of this 
progress.  
 
Early collectors mainly sought to fill their albums with stamps that had been soaked 
off their envelopes, and an item like the Lincoln, issued in 1869 in a run of fewer than 
50,000, would have been no exception. When, at the end of the 19th century, 
collectors began saving entire envelopes — on account of the fascinating tales they 
revealed about their trips through the world’s postal systems — it became apparent 
that covers with the Lincoln were no longer to be found. 
 
In 1914, a New York collector traveling in India did come across one. He sold it to a 
dealer in New York for $50 or $100 — accounts vary — and by the 1960s it had been 
sold to Mr. Baker, a steel executive and prominent collector in Indianapolis, for 
$6,500. 
 
One night in 1967, a prized group of about 250 rare covers, including the Ice House 
Cover, was stolen from his home. The F.B.I. found most of those covers a decade 
later, and Mr. Baker was able to buy them back from his insurance company. But the 
Ice House Cover was missing.  
 
In early 2006, however, an elderly couple walked into a stamp shop in Chicago to ask 
about the value of some old envelopes they had found while cleaning the home of a 
deceased friend. The store owner recognized the Ice House Cover and alerted the 
police. After an investigation by the F.B.I. cleared the couple, the cover was returned 
by court order to Mr. Baker’s widow and daughter. In May, the Philatelic Foundation, 
a nonprofit organization in New York, examined the cover and declared it genuine. 
 
The buyer on Saturday was Dr. Arthur K. M. Woo, who is renowned in philatelic 
circles for his worldwide exhibits of rare covers. He paid a total of $431,250, 
including buyer’s commission. 
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2. Japan Post Privatization Takes Fresh Hit  
 
 
TOKYO -- The government's effort to break up and privatize Japan Post, the postal 
monopoly that includes huge financial-services operations, is quickly losing steam, hit 
by the recession and political instability. 
 
In the latest development, a fight over who should head the company led to the forced 
resignation of Internal Affairs Minister Kunio Hatoyama, after he lost a battle to force 
out Yoshifumi Nishikawa, Japan Post's chief executive. 
 
The political maneuvering comes as financial turmoil has rekindled interest in safe 
postal deposits and fueled doubts about private banks. Also, ... 
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3. Japan ministry raided over postal fraud scandal 
 
June 16, 2009. 
1 day ago 
 
TOKYO (AFP) — Japanese prosecutors have raided a government ministry over a 
scandal in which officials allegedly helped companies to abuse a mail discount 
scheme intended to benefit the disabled. 
 
The raid came a day after authorities arrested the head of the health and welfare 
ministry's bureau for equal employment, children and families for her alleged role in 
the fraud scheme. 
 
Television footage showed dozens of dark-suited prosecutors walking into ministry 
building. Prosecutors Monday also raided the home of Atsuko Muraki, 53, the 
bureau's head, Jiji Press reported. 
 
Under the discount scheme, Japan Post charges groups that help disabled people 
around eight yen (eight US cents) per mail item, far below the regular fee of 120 yen. 
 
Prosecutors allege that in 2004 Muraki and other officials illegally certified a group, 
formerly called Rin no Kai, for the discounts, which then lent its name to companies 
that sent out advertising fliers. 
 
Several companies, including electronics retailer Best Denki, have been investigated 
over the alleged fraud. Group members and ministry, postal and company officials 
have already been arrested. 
 
Media reports said prosecutors suspected that Muraki and three other arrested officials 
falsified certification when Muraki was in charge of a section dealing with 
programmes for the disabled. 
 
Prosecutors are also investigating whether the officials acted under pressure from a 
member of parliament. 
 
Health, Labour and Welfare Minister Yoichi Masuzoe said Monday he regretted the 
arrest of Muraki, who has reportedly denied all wrongdoing. 
 
"I am very much disappointed as she is a very capable woman and a great supervisory 
official," he said. "She was a role model for many working women." 
 
Copyright © 2009 AFP. 
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4. Welfare ministry probed in fee fraud 
Kyodo News 
 
Prosecutors searched the welfare ministry Monday, a day after a senior ministry 
official was arrested for alleged involvement in abusing a postage discount system for 
the disabled. 
 
The special investigation squad of the Osaka District Public Prosecutor's Office 
entered the ministry to search the office of Atsuko Muraki, 53, director general of the 
Equal Employment, Children and Families Bureau. Her house in Wako, Saitama 
Prefecture, was searched earlier in the day. 
 
Muraki was arrested on suspicion of issuing a fabricated certificate to recognize an 
organization as a group for the disabled, thus enabling it to use the postage discount 
system. 
 
The group, formerly called Rin-no-kai and now known as Hakusan-kai, does not 
qualify as an organization for the disabled. It helped several companies send direct 
mail using the discount system to avoid full postage fees. 
 
It is the second time prosecutors have searched the Health, Labor and Welfare 
Ministry for evidence of ministry officials' involvement in the case. A ministry 
section chief was arrested in May. 
 
According to investigative sources, the prosecutors are investigating whether there 
was pressure from a politician to recognize Hakusan-kai as an organization for the 
disabled. 
 
Muraki's former boss, whose name is being withheld, has said that a Diet member 
asked around February 2004 for the issuance of a certificate to designate the group as 
an organization for disabled people, the sources said. 
 
On Sunday, a fresh warrant was served on Tsutomu Kamimura, 39, the official 
arrested in May, on suspicion of falsifying documents in connection with the case. 
Kamimura, a section chief in the ministry's health and welfare planning division for 
the disabled, was initially arrested on suspicion of falsifying the certificate issued to 
the group. 
 
Fresh warrants were also served Monday on Kunio Kurasawa, 73, the founder of the 
group, and Tadashi Kono, 68, a former member. Kurasawa was arrested in April and 
Kono in May. 
 
The prosecutors suspect Muraki, when she headed a ministry section in charge of 
measures for the disabled, collaborated with the three others under arrest to falsify the 
certificate in early June 2004, the investigative sources said. The document was 
presented to Japan Post that same month, they said. 



 
Muraki has denied any wrongdoing, the sources said. Prior to her arrest, she also told 
reporters she has no memory of the group's name or issuance of the document. 
 
But Kamimura and Kurasawa have implicated her in the scam. Kamimura has said he 
handed a certificate forged by him to Muraki while Kurasawa said he received the 
document directly from her, according to the sources. 
 
Hakusan-kai allegedly tied up with companies that included Osaka-based ad agency 
Shinsei Kigyo to send direct mail from firms, among them electronics discount chain 
Best Denki Co., by abusing the discount system to save postage fees. 
 
Under Japan Post's postage discount system for disabled people, charges are 
discounted to around ¥8 each per item from the regular ¥120. 
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5. State postal service sued for being Golkar cash-cow 
 
Mon, 06/15/2009 1:24 PM  |  National  
 
JAKARTA: A former employee of PT Pos Indonesia has sued the state postal 
company for allegedly cutting employee salaries to help finance the Golkar party from 
1988 to 1994 and is asking the firm to pay him Rp 1 trillion (US$100 million) in 
compensation.  
 
Kompas.com reported Sunday that Sumargono, 52, claims his salary was slashed by 
PT Pos on various occasions, including a Rp 2,400 cut in 1994, to finance Golkar.  
 
"It is not much, but the total amount would have been huge as salaries of many 
employees were also reduced," he said. –JP 
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6. The Postal System Becomes An Anachronism 
 
Posted: June 15, 2009 at 5:27 am 
Print Email Subscribe Free Newsletter Follow us on Twitter  
 
The US Postal System, which has been dying for years due to the advent of the fax, e-
mail, and overnight delivery, may finally be close to its last act. 
 



The agency lost nearly $2 billion in its last fiscal year and is faced with cuts of up to 
3,100 offices potentially eliminating thousand of jobs. Media reports say that first 
class mail volumes are plunging. 
 
What is killing and will probably eventually finish off the Post Office? In a word 
“broadband”, a system that the current Administration plans to build out quickly in 
the next two years. 
 
According to MarketWatch, the Post Office is already looking at stopping Saturday 
delivery. The next moves will probably cut the number of weekdays the mail is 
dropped off, particularly outside urban areas where the cost of reaching homes and 
businesses spread over a wide geography is enormous. 
 
Broadband has taken away the need for sending letters and may large documents. 
Broadband connections allow users to securely download encrypted files, some of 
which are the equivalent of thousands of pages of paper. The files can be sent and 
received in a few seconds compared with days to move them by mail. 
 
Payment systems which wire transfer money have nearly eliminated the role of the 
check in paying bills. This will only increase as e-banking does. 
 
Even the magazine and newspaper industries which relied on physical delivery 
systems for decades now use the Amazon (AMZN) Kindle as a way to get the printed 
word over the internet and downloaded onto the device. Almost every major print 
product also has an Internet version. Sending magazines via mail is expensive. 
Cutting back on that form of delivery would be a blessing. 
 
The modern postal system killed the pony express. The USPS could only last so long 
before it way itself replaced. That time has finally come. 
 
Douglas A. McIntyre 
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